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HM-8 project builders (left to right): Jean-Pierre Gagnon, Paul Fournier, Claude
Martin, Andre Letourneau and Paul Pontois.

The Canadian HM-8 Replica
Part 2 of a several part series.
By Paul Pontois
Daniel was very interested in my research.
To the best of his recollection, there was no
HM-8 D version. However, he started to pore
through his documentation and finally
unburied the original article published in the
"Almanach de l'aviation". He selected the
principal drawings and published them in
our behalf in a new web page: http://
perso.wanadoo.fr/aircollection/hm8d.htm.
That was the proof we needed to convince
Pierre Mignet.
I printed this page and mailed it to Pierre.
His reply was immediate: "I was wrong" he
said, "the HM-8D really existed. I am now
convinced and it is the model you have to
build!" Meanwhile, Daniel told me to get in
touch with another collector, Maurice

Garsault, who confirmed the existence of the
HM-8D. He sent me more info, in particular
an article by Henri Mignet in the Magazine
"Les Ailes" that pointed out that about 50
HM-8 D had been built. By the way, he also
gave me previously completely unknown
information about the first flights of the HM11 Flying-Flea, opening new horizons of wisdom.
Unfortunately, for the HM-8D, it was too
late for us, as a part of the ribs of the standard
HM-8 had already been built by André
Létourneau, and as Paul Fournier was already
well advanced in the his drawing efforts. We
consoled ourselves by reasoning that the
model we were going to build was the one
built most widely, nearly 200 aircraft. And the
elliptical wing is so beautiful!
CANADIAN HM-8 REPLICA-continued on page 2

So that we can cater to all
our guests please make
your free reservation:
By post to:
FFS. 18, Bredon View,
Redditch B97 5EA U.K.
Online: send an email to:
pouduciel@aol.com
Telephone:
0(0 44) 1527 450670
(leave your name
and address)
Text message- Name &
reference 07759161060
Flying in? Please ask for
details of circuit and
contact radio Frq.
Avgas available on site.

Pont sur Yonne
11 et 12 September 2004 :
France
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I have decided to build a scaled replica
of the model D, which does not deserve to
sink into oblivion. My friend Chris Frank,
from New York, another Flea-builder, has
volunteered to help me build this model. It
will be on display near the classical HM-8
we are building.
CONSTRUCTION
-2003 August 9
Paul Fournier starts redrawing the
plans.
The first plans he does are the drawings of
the elliptic wing as shown on pages 164 and
190 of my 1931 edition. On this sketch, the
ailerons stop before the elliptic tips, but
Mignet indicates that it is accepted to let
them go to the tip of the wing. It is the solution we choose as it is what is now done on
any plane.
The ailerons controls will be copied on a
modern plan and will be differential, as
the solution adopted at the time by
Mignet (ailerons pulled down by a cable
with a piece of saw blade as spring to tighten the cable) could be dangerous.
The airfoil cannot be the original sharp
nosed airfoil, as flying tests have shown
that it could cause very sharp stalls. To
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keep faithful to Mignet's drawings, I discovered on page 63, drawing 14, the airfoil
Göttingen 426 which is very similar to the
Riblet airfoil. Consequently, we will use
this Riblet airfoil which proved to be very
efficient and reluctant to stall on several
aircraft, included the German Horsa military glider and the Private Explorer of
Bernard Laferrière. This kind of airfoil can
be found in several places in the book, b-e
page 229 fig 104.
Mignet does not recommend the plywood D-Cell for the wing leading edge, as
being difficult to build. He prefers to use
some kind of textile ribbon.
Because of the importance to have a
consistent airfoil shape, and as this technique was commonly used for later
HMs, we decided to use it on our HM-8
C ( name given by Mignet to the HM-8
with round leading edge airfoil, as shown
on page 86).
-2003 September and October
Two months of uncertainty.
I discovered by chance an unknown
version of the HM-8, the HM-8 D and
attempted unsuccessfully to convince
Pierre Mignet that it was the last version
of the HM-8 designed by his father. I

contacted several collectors and builders
in France who sent me unknown documentation to confirm my first discovery,
I sent it to Pierre Mignet and when he
was finally convinced it was too late, Paul
Fournier had completed the elliptic wing
drawings and did not want to start everything over again. Consequently, we will
build the HM-8 C version as previously
decided.
- 2003 October and November
André Létourneau starts making ribs
from the templates made by Paul
Fournier, but is mostly busy preparing
his Osprey 2 for its first flight (after 14
years of building time).
-2003 November 26
André Létourneau's Osprey 2 makes
its maiden flight. André is very pleased
and will from now on have more time for
the HM-8 construction.

CANADIAN HM-8 REPLICA-continued on page 5

The relationship of neutral point, C.G. and stability
You will no doubt receive letters taking
me to task for my use of center of lift
instead of aerodynamic center (a.c.)
which is the correct definition of neutral point (n.p.). Attribute this to my
“dapik” (a Pennsylvania Dutch term
that translates to head up and locked
for pilots). No excuses, I knew better!
An apology and an attempt to illustrate
the relationship between n.p. and C.G.
are in order.
Sincerely,
Dave Isley

propeller, fuselage, wing(s) and tail,
etc. Wind tunnel and also computer
simulations are used for locating n.p.
Unfortunately, to my knowledge, this
has not been done for the Flea configuration. However, we know it is located
somewhere between the wings and
above the C.G. Due to the work of Mr.
Jacquemin, we have evidence the n.p.
is located at 27% to 285 of combined
chord (C). The distance above the C.G.
is unknown, but for the HM-14 the
C.G. was located almost directly below

n.p.

the n.p. The n.p. is a fixed point where
the moment coefficient is constant. It
rotates about the C.G. with its horizontal position, relative to the C.G.,
depending on flight attitude of an aircraft. Please refer to the diagrams
below.
I sincerely hope the diagrams explain
how the n.p. can shift in front of the
C.G. when there is significant vertical
distance between them, which is the
case with the HM-14.

n.p.

n.p.

First, we know C.G. is the point about
which an object rotates in pitch, roll
and yaw. It is the center of mass end is
a fixed point which is relatively easy to
locate.
Second, neutral point is far more
complicated to determine as it
depends on many variables such as

C.G.

C.G.

C.G.

0º NOSE-UP
(MARGINAL)

+6º NOSE-UP
(STABLE)

-15º NOSE-UP
(UNSTABLE)
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Yves Segonds–
The Master Builder
of Model Airplanes
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He was obsessive about details. The Hawkeye's dish
radar rotates during the flight, like the original. His landing
carriages descend slowly, never just springing out. He built
everything himself, radio control equipment included, and
it costs him very little, since he used anything on hand, like
old bicycle spokes for the landing gears. All he bought were
the engines and propellers.
Segonds made his first airplane in 1950 from wood of the
Aveyron region, where he was born.
“I made a glider from a diagram that I found in a magazine when I was 12. On the first launch it crashed horribly.
The wood was far too heavy. “I had absolutely no idea how
to make a model.'' He buried the idea and went to work in
a string of jobs, from which he would pick up skills that
would eventually go back to airplane making. Like working
with fiberglass when he was foreman at an air conditioning
company.
In 1965 he made what he calls his ''first true model,'' the
kind attached to cables. It was made from a kit with pre-cut
wood. Then he made one from a block of wood that he hollowed.
He continued for a couple more years, then stopped,
bringing his wife and four children to Paris where he took
a night course in electronics in 1971 in order to build his
own stereo equipment. ''I learned to make radio controls,
then I started making airplanes again in order to put the
radio control equipment in them.''

MILHARS, France - ''When I fly the big airplanes my
knees tremble,'' said Yves Segonds. It has nothing to do
with fear of flying for the 57-year-old man who has been in
a real airplane only four times in his life. No, he is referring
to radio-controlled model airplanes that are piloted from
the ground, which he had a passion for building.
His have won prizes from model airplane associations,
are imitated by other constructors and have appeared on
France's Ushuaia adventure television program.
They were built not from diagrams, but from photographs of the originals. A high point came in 1992, when he
built the largest four-engine model airplane in Europe, his
Lockheed Orion P-3C, a U.S. land-based maritime patrol
and anti-submarine warfare aircraft first flown in 1968. The
model weighs 21 kilos (46 pounds), has a wing span of 3.25
meters (about 10 feet), and was timed by the Fédération
Française d'Aéro-Modélisme flying at 150 kph (94 mph).
Segonds was proudest, however, of his Grumman E-2C
Hawkeye early warning and control aircraft. It is the kind of
radar airplane the U.S. Navy used during the Gulf War, with
its distinctive round dish above the fuselage. His model
made the cover of RCM (Radio Commande Magazine). ''It
does rolling, looping, flying on its back for 200 meters, one
meter from the ground. But it will not accept engine failure. The moment an engine cuts, it rolls onto its back and
dives to the ground,'' said Segonds. The plane crashed
three times and he rebuilt it each time.

He did not count how many model airplanes he has
made. ''I know that for three or four years I worked on
them for 10 hours a day,'' he said, in addition to his day
jobs.
The watershed year was 1986, when he met René Lempereur, who was president of the model club to which
Segonds belonged. Segonds visited him in his atelier and
saw on the wall a photograph of the Avteck-400 and offered
to build it. ''One week later I came with the fuselage under
my arm, completed. And so we started our team, I the constructor, he the pilot.'' The team lasted until Segonds took
early retirement from his day job in 1993, bought a stone
house in this village of 300 people, and decided to move
from model airplanes to the real thing.
''After I built the biggest model, someone else made a
six-engine plane. After that I wanted to make one with 12
engines. Then I stopped because I thought, 'No, it's pointless.' Just to show that I could make one that was bigger
than everyone else's.''
So he decided to build an airplane in which he could fly
himself. He chose an unusual one. It is called the Pou-duCiel (literally, Sky Louse), and was first built in the early
1930s by a French aviator named Henri Mignet. It was one
of the first airplanes cheap enough to be built by the common man and was one of the first ultralights.
Merci, Yves Segonds for your marvelous inspiration and
passion.
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June 2004 MONTPEZAT France flyin

Noel's bicycle parachute and Jerome's HM14.

Bubba Jeff's first BALERIT ride.

Jerome's HM14 with HM360 wings
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CANADIAN HM-8 REPLICA-continued from page 2

-2003 December
André Létourneau completes the ribs and prepares wood for
the fuselage construction.
We draw the fuselage flanks on the table and André and Paul
Fournier build them.
We check every detail (tail wheel and l/G support) and make
minor changes before covering them with plywood.
-2004 January 14
Paul Fournier works with Andre Letourneau to sand and
inspect the ribs. He also gives André the drawing for the wing
tips bows.
-2004 January 14
HMS sends me an email: How about we make FLOATS for
HM8 also?
-2004 January 15
Another email from HMS: "I really love the idea of
floats/maybe we should show it off at Maine Seaplane event,
weekend after labor day (US) in whatever year."
I give a call to Paul Fournier to make sure that he agrees to
redraw the float plans and I start investigating.
On the HM-8 book, between page 106 and page 107, there is
a beautiful drawing of an HM-8 on floats with a sketch and
some notes about building them.
-2004 January 16
Between two snow storms, I deliver to Beloeil the plywood I
purchased in Trois-Rivières from a boat building supplier.
-2004 January 22
Work on the fuselage flanks, see the laminated wing tip bow
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made by André. See the first metal parts made by Paul Fournier
(tail skid, cabane brackets, etc). Try to figure the engine stand
for the Praga engine. Called Gerry, as carb and muffler are
missing. Gerry says he will try and fly to Beloeil next Saturday,
weather permitting. He says also that fitting the Praga on the
frame may be uneasy. Ordered the streamline tubing for the
cabane from Claude Guilbaut.
-2004 January 23
HMS suggests that if the Praga does not fit easily on the HM8 fuselage, we could install a Poinsard. However, I suggested
Gerry on the phone to try and suppress the carb. heater to fix
the Praga more easily.
-2004 January 28
Gerry could not come to Beloeil last Saturday due to the cold
weather (the engine of his Cessna did not start)
Work on the fuselage flanks assembly. Careful checking with
the book and photographs led us to cut 1" at the bottom of the
firewall and modify Paul Fournier's plans.
-2004 February 04
The fuselage assembly is glued and the look is perfect. The
way André Létourneau harmonized and blended the plywood
sheets is very artistic and will allow us to varnish the hull like
on several HM-8 we saw in our museum tours.
Paul Fournier came with the hardware he had made during
the week. We adjust the control bar on the fuselage. Everything
fits OK.
-2004 February 11
André made a great job during the week. All turtledeck bulkheads are cut and positioned. The alignment with water level
and plumbline is perfect. The sternpost is completed with the
vertical rudder main spar. All parts are ready to assemble for
the vertical and horizontal rudder. The three of us agreed to
replace the piano wire of the rudder trailing edge with curved
sheets of plywood. The look after fabric covering being the
same as the original. Paul Fournier adjusts the sternpost
bracket on the sternpost.
-2004 February 18
Two important steps:
-The empennage, (vertical and horizontal) is glued.
-The cabane streamlined vertical members are adjusted on
the fuselage frame, ready to be fixed to the horizontal member.
A compression spring is purchased in Montreal for the tail
skid (die-cut spring).
CANADIAN HM-8 REPLICA-continued on page 8
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Web sites to check out!

Web sites
to check out!
Henri MIGNET's
COMMENT J'Ai CONSTRUIT MON
AVIONETTE 1930 pdf
http://pou.guide.free.fr/connaitre/hm8/
hm8.htm

Jerome Falc’s Vintage Fleas:
http://jolly.roger.free.fr/Vintage.htm
http://perso.wanadoo.fr/
aircollection/index.htm
http://pistoz.no-ip.com/
Home_perso/Pou/IXpou.htm
http://www.pouduciel.com/
It seems that the RSA is on the way up
again.They are starting a new site:
www.rsafrance.com/

then click ICI for PDF
379 pages thanks to DEL CROSS and all
who those French enthusiasts who typed
from the handwritten document

HIPEC® FLEXIBLE FINISHES
for Fabric, Metal and Other Materials

POU STABILITY link
http://pou.guide.free.fr/comprendre/stabilite/stabilite_du_pou.htm

Falconar Avia Inc., 7739 - 81 Ave.,
Edmonton Alberta T6C 0V4
780-465-2024 • Fax: 780-465-2029

Yves Segonds before the Pou
http://www.chez.com/milhars/herald.htm

About the POU RENEW…
Jim Fullarton's Cox .010
powered Ebenezer 'Flea'
http://www.ctie.monash.edu.au/
hargrave/ebenezer.html
Good early aviation French site
http://aerobscure.free.fr/
Cuisery 2004:
http://perso.wanadoo.fr/terres.ciel/images/
cuisery_2004/cuisery_2004.htm
Francois Collet’s beautiful
POU Construction Site
http://perso.wanadoo.fr/terres.ciel/

The POU RENEW is the official English language newsletter featuring Henri
Mignet’s designs: Pou-du-Ciel, also known as the “Flying Flea”, and other designs
derived from it. The newsletter is a source of information for all enthusiasts who
own or love the POU, and who are building, will build, or have built a Flying Flea.
POU RENEW is published quarterly in January, April, July, and October. Subscription rates are US $16, anywhere outside the US $20. Overseas subscriptions by
cash or international money order only.
We encourage you to send letters, articles, comments, needs, etc., to: POU
RENEW, c/o The Independent-Register, PO Box 255, Brodhead, WI 53520-0255.
E-mail us at: pou@indreg.com.

Expired!

Many thanks to all of you who have sent in their subscription in support of the POU RENEW! Your mailing label shows when your subscription
expires. If you have the word expired on your label your subscription is DUE and
you risk the chance of not receiving the next issue of the newsletter. If you would
like to receive the POU RENEW Newsletter, please send your subscription dues to
POU RENEW, c/o The Independent-Register, P.O. Box 255, Brodhead, WI 535200255.
If you move, please promptly inform the POU RENEW. The USPO informs the POU
RENEW with a postage due notice which is payable by POU RENEW. Informing us
that you will be moving helps keep the subscription rates down.
Disclaimer: The newsletter is published to provide a common means of communication among builders,
owners and historians of Flea style aircraft. The newsletters are a compilation of ideas and data from various
sources. Technical material in the newsletter is for reference and education only and its use is not recommended by the POU RENEW, nor the newsletter editor, or The Independent-Register publishing company, nor by
any member of the POU RENEW. POU RENEWdoes not sanction, nor does it accept responsibility for, participation by any member, or other reader, at any fly-ins, gatherings, or events that may be mentioned herein.
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Classifieds
FOR SALE I have an engine, reduction drive exhaust system and 3 blade IVO quick ground prop, also some all new
engine instructions. Very truly yours, T/SGT. James C.
Guy, U.S.A.F. (Ret.), 10065 Irwin Road, Irwin, OH 43209.

To purchase Le Sport de l’Air 1994 “the book”:
www.vldweb.fr/fr/cat9/rub56/produit315.html
Pouducièlement votre
Jerome Falc [Langon, 33]

Le POU du CIEL, the French newsletter
Superb publication directed by
Michel JACQUET, the Flying-Flea
Convention organizer
Subscriptions are available
(23 Euros for the year 2004)
Send subscriptions to:
Michel JACQUET
Amicale Prouducieliste
30 rue Boudon de St Amans
47240 BON-ENCONTRE
For more information:
Telephone: 05-53-68-06-94
E-Mail: M.Jacquet@free.FR
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See French
JOLLY ROGER FLEA
pictures/videos:
http://jolly.roger.
free.fr/lespoux.htm

Model building, aviation books,
videos & more
PEANUTS & PISTACHIOS
International, Vol. 2
Brief articles on Pistachio
philosophy,
adjusting Peanuts for
flight, and photographing your own models.
Included are plans for a
Pistachio Bebe Jodel
and Waterman racer. 3view drawings include
1928
Mignet
a
Avionette, 1911 Caudron,
1936
Mauboussin, and a
miniMAX
ultralight,
plus numerous photos. Softbound, 18 fun pages. $7.95
MODEL BUILDERS & THEIR MODELS
INTERNATIONAL
History • Techniques • Tributes • Inspiration – From Hannan’s Runway,
another “Ampersand” publication, compiled by Bill Hannan, featuring
more pages, more photos and full-color covers!
Similar format to Runway’s previous Peanuts & Pistachios volumes,
Model Builders & Their Models is truly international in scope, including contributions from builders and photographers in eleven different countries.
www.hrunway.com

Grunberg’s HM-293
Ultralight, Folding Wings
More Than
130 In Flight
or Under
Construction
Construction manual and detailed drawings
with French-English translation brochure
Also agent for MIGNET
HM 360/380 plans

Paul PONTOIS
1890 Rang des Chutes - Sainte Ursule
Quebec-JOK3MO-CANADA
819-228-3159 • Fax: 819-228-4138
E-mail: pontois@atou.qc.ca

Le Sport de L’Air
(Three videos included on CD.
Original 665 page text in French,
with numerous pictures. Includes revised HM.14
plans. All HMs through HM.1000.)
$ U.S. 30 (Allow two weeks for delivery)
$ U.S. 5 postage and handling per CD
HMS
221 N LASALLE STE 3117
CHICAGO IL 60601-1553

NEW POU WEB SITES:

http://perso.wanadoo.fr/aircollection/essais.htm
http://www.avion.ch/hm8/
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Letters from you
On my HM 290 E, I have a rear wing jigged up fitting
folding wing lock pins. I go one step forward, two steps
back. Changing engines, from Kawasaki 2 cycle to a Hummel 1/2 VW new design work measurements for engine
mount. See the classified for my parts for sale.
T/SGT. James C. Guy - U.S.A.F. (Ret.)
10065 Irwin Road, Irwin, OH 43209

I have only started doing some research into Fleas and
not yet ready to build. I can put together something from
all the bits and pieces I have gathered from articles. I am
5’10” and weight 190 lbs. so hopefully I can manage a Flea.
My first hobby was Austin Seven cars and I had heard
about Fleas with A7 engines. I now have my pilot’s license
and thought it would be fun to combine the two hobbies.
The American Bantam was an A7 built under license
from Austin.
The almost new engine is 750cc, 4 cylinder, water
cooled and produces about 15 hp. at 3000 rpm. It is a 2”
bore and 3” stroke so will produce a high torque so will be
able to turn a big prop.
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CANADIAN HM-8 REPLICA-continued from page 5

-2004 February 24
A real progress during the week:
-The turtledeck bulkheads are completed and glued in
place.
-The empennage (horizontal and vertical) is adjusted in
place. Hardware completed and positioned.
-The firewall is glued.
-The control floor bar is in place.
-The cabane horizontal bar is attached to the vertical members.
-All wing ribs are varnished.
We had visit and help from a new pouducielist, future HM380 builder Claude Martin and skilled assistance of JeanPierre Gagnon.
To be continued

Robert Elliott’s
Toothpick Fleas

Tony Harding
tonyh_akron@hotmail.com

Editor’s note: Please send your photos with your letters.
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